
Introduction
The contemporary science education
framework (NRC, 2012) advocates for the use
of science and engineering practices(S&E) in
classrooms because these practices represent
an authentic view of inquiry or the “doing” of
STEM in K-12 classroom. The current study
examines teachers’ understanding and use of
such S&E practices within a STEM
endorsement course. The data collection and
analysis is ongoing at the time of this
presentation.
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Research Questions
• What does teachers use of S&E practices

looks like in classrooms?
• How do teachers interpret their use of

science and engineering practices?
• What is teachers’ evidence/ explanation for

the use of science and engineering
practices?

Data collection and Analysis process

Each teacher in the study participated in minimum
three planning-enacting-reflection (PER) cycles of
practice. In the planning cycle, they met with me
individually to discuss and get feedback on their
STEM unit plan. In the enactment cycle they video
recorded their lessons while teaching in their own
classrooms. Reflection cycle prompted them to
code their practice using a set of markers and
provide evidence for use of a specific mark to
identify an instance in their them. The course
employed used goreact https://get.goreact.com/
to help teachers upload and analyze their
recording teaching videos. After enacting all
lessons within a unit, teachers received
individualized feedback on their teaching.
Example below shows one teachers’ use of
goreact to analyze a teaching video. Catherine
gladly consented to share her work for this
presentation.
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Teachers’ reflections of their practice

“I am trying to get the student to understand the idea that 
closer magnetic field lines signify a stronger magnet. By doing 
this, I am trying to show her how to use a magnet. Something 
I would do in the future would be to be explicit.”

“Throughout this lesson the teacher modeled and requested 
the students to ask questions that she would ask as a Science 
and an Engineer.”

“Students are exploring the path of light at this point in the 
investigation. Students notice that when the mirror is places in 
between the lights source and the wall that the light reflects 
onto the celling. I ask questions to get students to think about 
why and how that is happening”

“Students are showing understanding by discussing how the 
items that you can see through do not make shadows 
because the light shines through.”

Overall, analysis so far shows that teachers  made efforts to create a 
rigorous discourse of science and engage student in science and 
engineering practices. They were listening to  students’ ideas and 
facilitating  their sense-making  by asking reason-based  questions.

Initial findings  
The figure 1 below shows one teachers use of
codes for analyzing their STEM teaching video.

Figure : 1
Figure 2 below shows multiple teachers’ use of 
codes to analyze  their respective STEM teaching 
etc. The graph shows that  teachers frequently  
engaged in asking questions for students whereas  
very few engaged in explicit instruction of S&E 
practices.

Figure 2
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